
3rd Arm Inc.
Articulated Wearables to enhance human productivity



Executive Summary

▶ Body-mounted mechanical appendages enable countless tasks to be accelerated and workflows 

fundamentally altered by empowering workers to hold tools and materials while leaving their 

hands free

▶ 3rd Arm Inc. is developing wearable mechanical technology that allows workers to complete 

tasks easier and faster

▶ Current focus is on scanning and information display for faster pick rate and lower fatigue

▶ Based 3 years of research in AI lab:

▶ Robust body mounting solutions

▶ Prototypes of wearable arms from purely mechanical to full robotic

▶ Now evaluating market for simple robust arms

▶ 3rd Arm Inc. is seeking introductions to angels and VCs, entrepreneurs and advisors with 

robotics experience, and developers with experience in integrated systems
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▶ Fully autonomous robotic systems are not versatile enough to 

handle order picking autonomously at economical speeds: 

workers still need to do it, even at Amazon

▶ Every package must be repeatedly scanned for validation

▶ Process is awkward and inefficient:

Package picking is an inefficient process

Interview with amazon managers: 

Work stoppages and annoyances are a 

significant contributor to Amazon’s large

associate attrition cost
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▶ Associates can scan without occupying either hand → faster, smoother process

▶ Scanner is always on – just place UPC in front of it

▶ Watch Stow and Pick mock-up demo (Amazon workflow)

https://youtu.be/srSUDqp8Nt4


Our Solution

▶ Many tasks and industries have similar problems: 3-handed tasks 
where one hand needs to hold a tool or workpiece

▶ “Amnesty” workers at Amazon need to hold a tablet/laptop for 
information display and entry while traversing warehouse. 

▶ Have to opportunistically set it down on any surface they can find to 
type, exhausting to hold all day



Future Directions

▶ Next generations of 3rd arms will have additional capabilities such as 

smart brakes, motors, and sensors 

▶ Will make them more effective 3rd arms and have capabilities not 

possible with human arms:

▶ Automatically deploy, stow, and change position

▶ “apps” to enable new capabilities

▶ Adapt to individual user’s work patterns

▶ Eventually leverage high quality localization technology to enable workers 

to do tasks otherwise impossible to complete by “hand” while gathering 

detailed data

▶ Example: Lay a CNC-quality weld bead over an entire fuselage simply by 

walking around it, and verify the quality of the entire seam throughout



Secret Sauce

▶Exclusive license for patents covering various aspects of body mounted 

robotics including technical components and certain applications of the 

technology

▶Key industry connections (e.g. Amazon) give us unique access 

important customers for prototype testing

▶Insights and approaches to this space from three years of work at 

Stanford and down-to-earth market pull initial strategy

▶“First mover” advantage going forward: scant prior art will allow broad 

IP claims for next technological developments



How big is the market?

▶ Logistics automation is a $46B market, expected to double in the next 5 years

▶ Picking process improvements are estimated to be a $10B market

▶ >10,000 implementations already deployed in the areas of warehouse management, advanced 

picking, and labor management systems 

▶ 80% of warehouses have no automation, but expected growth of 9% CAGR over the next 5 years

▶ Shift to online grocery is expected to boost automation in the next 4-6 years (~$100B/yr market)

Global E-commerce Sales ($Bn)

Source: RoboGlobal



Competition

▶ Hand-mounted scanners 

and RFID scanning, vs. 

Symbiotic’s wearables 

that allow flexible 

deployment

▶ More capable than regular 1-D 

scanners

▶ Still helped by body referencing

▶ Voice-directed picking

▶ RF handheld 

scanners/mobile devices

▶ Acquired Intelligrated 

for $1.5B

▶Mergers and acquisitions are accelerating

▶4 of top 10 players were acquired in last 3 years 

▶Eventually, robotic picking systems will surpass human 
capability, but not for some years and we expect to be 
focused on more sophisticated capability at that point

▶ Focused on heavy lifting

▶ Not commercialized

Supernumerary 

Robots (MIT)



Team

Dr. Kenneth Salisbury

▶ Professor of Computer Science, Mechanical Engineering at Stanford University

▶ recipient of the IEEE Inaba Technical Award for Innovation Leading to 

Production and holds over 50 patents.

▶ Involved in numerous high-profile robotics projects at inception, including the 

Intuitive Surgical daVinci robot, the MIT WAM arm, the PR2 personal robot that 

was spun out as Willow Garage, and the Phantom Haptic Interfaces.

Peter Lowe

▶ MS in Design Impact from Stanford – needfinding, product development

▶ Background in mechanical engineering, 2 years experience in design for mass 
manufacturing

▶ Successful Kickstarter 

▶ Led numerous design-centered projects

Key Advisor: David Kelley



The Ask

▶Connections with experienced entrepreneurs (ideally with experience 
in robotics space) to advise market direction and strategy

▶Eventually seeking partner to join and lead scale-up once company is 
positioned for growth 

▶Currently seeking superstar developers with experience in integrated 
systems

▶Introductions to angel and VC funding for planned seed round in early 
2019

▶“wild card” connections to interesting players 



Closing

▶ 3rd Arm Inc. has developed body-mounted mechanical appendages to increase efficiency of 

package picking and processing 

▶ Logistics automation is a large and rapidly growing market, and straightforward technology 

implementations are the best way to break in. 

▶ As a pioneer in this space, 3rd Arm Inc. has unique know-how and can create significant value 

with comparatively simple wearable devices

▶ The technology roadmap indicates large future opportunity as the technology develops 

▶ 3rd Arm Inc. is seeking:

▶ Introductions to angel and VC funding in early 2019 

▶ Entrepreneurs/advisors with previous experience in robotics

▶ Partner to join and lead scale-up

▶ Developers with experience in integrated systems


